
Revolutionize 3D printing with us
Jr. Testing Engineer (m/f/d)

Responsibilities

Requirements

What we offer

Is 3D printing your passion? Are you fascinated by additive manufacturing? You want to work in a startup? Then join our motivated team in 
Vienna!



Compensation according to the Austrian collective agreement, with the possibility of overpay depending on your skillset, starting at 35k€/
year plus fringe benefits.

The start-up Plasmics transforms the landscape of ecological production. We aim to design, manufacture, sell and service the world’s most 

promising additive manufacturing technologies. We want to provide customers the opportunity to manufacture made to measure 

solutions in specific quantities. We innovate for one of the fastest growing markets. Plasmics is committed to hire and develop unique 

talent from around the world for any discipline. Based in Vienna, Austria and in parts funded by state and EU funds we work to build an 

inclusive work environment focused on shared goals. We welcome people regardless of gender, race, religion or background to do their 

best work. Each team member is expected to challenge and be challenged, to create and to innovate beyond interdisciplinary boarders. 

We’re tackling the world’s most promising technologies and the most important problems and aim our shared passion at making the 

world a better place.



Please send your CV, an overview over relevant professional and personal projects and a letter of motivation!

About Plasmics

 Support and operation of 3D printer

 Performing simple and schematic wor

 Carrying out printing and machine test

 Carrying out simple design wor

 Continuous and independent training in the relevant area

 Inventory work

 Experience with 3D printer (Klipper

 Behavior and use of tools in a workshop - manual dexterit

 Experience with Operating Systems (Windows, Linux if 

applicable

 Experience with SKR, Raspberry Pi or similar is preferabl

 Knowledge of electronics is an advantag

 Basic understanding of mechatronic system

 Good knowledge of German and English, both written and 

spoke

 Good communication skills, ability to work in a team, 

flexibility, analytical thinking and stress-resistance

 You will find a dynamic and friendly technology-driven start-

up team, located in the heart of Vienna (currently the 8th 

district)

 You will be provided with all the necessary infrastructure for 

your wor

 You will be regularly challenged, both internally by the team, 

as well as externally by the marke

 The freedom you need to achieve outstanding result

 You find a culture where mistakes are allowed, but giving up is 

not an optio

 The opportunity to learn all aspects of 3D printing to the 

extent you want and nee

 You will be compensated according to the Austrian collective 

agreement with 14 salaries. Starting with 35k€/year full-time, 

overpay depending on experience

apply@plasmics.com more info: plasmics.com/jobs


